Remote management of your fleet of scanners, simplified and optimized
Achieve Powerful Productivity by Knowing More About Your Scanners

Asset Management Software lets system administrators remotely install, configure, troubleshoot, and maintain a variety of scanners from Alaris – as well as track consumables use and monitor status and performance. It’s a simple-yet-powerful dashboard application that optimizes efficiency, time, budgets, and resources.

Manage, maintain, be productive, and save money
With the Asset Management Software Server Module, you’ll know more about each scanner on your network and accomplish more, more easily. Collect and store important user data – including profiles, locations, page counts, models, asset numbers, settings, and other key attributes. Set flexible thresholds for conditions and consumables alerts – and notify end users – to optimize workflow. Get critical condition alerts to instantly learn of multifeeds, jams, and other stoppages to safeguard productivity.

Quickly access built-in reports, or customize your own and output as CSV or HTML files, and use seamlessly with Microsoft Excel and other software.

Insight and support for reliability and peace of mind
Asset Management Software allows you to:
• Diagnose issues and troubleshoot remotely with easy-to-access scanner logs
• Benefit from more frequent information updates
• Receive ongoing maintenance status and consumables updates
• Better manage your total cost of ownership
• Keep processes flowing while minimizing phone support needs, on-site service visits, and downtime

There are no conflicts or “information gaps” to worry about. Scanner information is received continuously, with all data securely stored in a Microsoft SQL Server Database.

Software Assurance for Asset Management Software provides updates, version upgrades, and support resources to assure your software investments are best serving your needs. And when you do need to talk, access Alaris’ expert technical support team by phone for knowledgeable troubleshooting and faster issue resolution.

One efficient dashboard solution
It’s highly efficient management and maintenance from a single thin client dashboard solution. There’s no special network configuration or server application required, and you can work from a centralized dashboard that’s web-browser accessible. It’s the ideal way to identify trends, optimize processes, and implement operational improvements.

Easily register, install, configure, and maintain scanners from Alaris across your network. Organize and manage scanners by groups. Push out drivers, profiles, and Alaris Smart Touch functionality updates to save significant time through scheduled content deployment.

Essential Professional Services are provided with your purchase - to assist with basic product configuration and training – and get you started smoothly and efficiently.
**Unlimited scalability**

There’s no limit to the number of scanners that can be maintained and monitored with this software solution, so you’re always ready to grow and scale up smoothly and quickly. Easily group scanners by location, department, or other criteria as your operations expand. Multiple logins, with configurable privileges, are available when you need to add new administrators.

Along with the management tools of Server Module, Asset Management Software Client Module is included for loading onto each PC. It sends updates to the Management Software Client Module about all connected scanners and allows each to receive updates and upgrades.

And when you need expertise as your organization evolves, additional professional services from Alaris – such as site assessment and hardware/software installation – are also available.

**Simplified interface and control**

Benefit from a familiar, yet comprehensive, graphic user interface. Gain more smart advantages, such as easy access to log files, and availability for services through integration with email applications. You’ll have full control of your scanner fleet anytime, anywhere.
Today’s complex data environment needs an integrated approach to information capture. The Alaris IN2 Ecosystem delivers the best information capture solution for your business with industry-leading scanners, software, and services delivered by a network of trusted partners.

Alaris IN2 Ecosystem gives you the:

- **Right Fit:** Solutions to fit your business goals, environment, and budget
- **Right Experience:** Solutions that simplify your work—from acquisition through operation and ownership
- **Right Results:** Solutions that deliver superior business value through fast, accurate, reliable information capture

To learn more, alarisin2.com